Solution structure of the Na+ form of the dimeric guanine quadruplex [d(G3T4G3)]2.
The solution structure of the DNA quadruplex formed by the association of two strands of the DNA oligonucleotide, d(G3T4G3), in NaCl solution has been determined by 1H two-dimensional NMR techniques, full relaxation matrix calculations and restrained molecular dynamics. The refined structure incorporates the sequences 5'-G1sG2AG3AT4AT5AT6AT7AG8sG9AG10A-3' and 5'-G11sG12AG13AT14AT15AT16AT17AG18sG19sG20A-3' (where S and A denote syn and anti, respectively) in a three-quartet, diagonal-looped structure that we [Strahan, G. D., Shafer, R. H. & Keniry, M. A. (1994) Nucleic Acids Res. 22, 5447-5455] and others [Smith, F. W., Lau, F. W. & Feigon, J. (1994) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 91, 10546-10550] have described. The loop structure is compact and incorporates many of the features found in duplex hairpin loops including base stacking, intraloop hydrogen bonding and extensive van der Waals' interactions. The first and third loop thymines stack over the outermost G-quartet and are also associated by hydrogen bonding. The second and the fourth loop thymines fold inwards in order to enhance van der Waals' interactions. The unexpected sequential syn-syn deoxyguanosines in the quadruplex stem appear to be a direct consequence of the way DNA oligonucleotides fold and the subsequent search for the most stable loop structure. The implications of loop sequence and length on the structure of quadruplexes are discussed.